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someone who resembles Adam—but this man is still very different from the
Enflame Stacey Lynn 2021-08-11 Talia Merchant dropped the idea of a

one who stands before her. Now, Amy must sift through her memories to

forever kind of love after the first guy she loved stole not only her heart, but

discover who she was before the coma, who she is now, who she wants to

he also took her virginity….and then he took off. Now, busy with caring for

be…and whether Adam is really as trustworthy as he claims.

her father and trying to save her teen shelter, Talia doesn’t need the messy

All The Beautiful Things Stacey Lynn 2021-05-11 She’d been betrayed too

entanglements that come with real relationships she doesn’t have time for.

many times to hand over her trust. I’d lost too many people to love too easily.

But after a mysterious benefactor saves her free clinic and reveals

Together, we were a mess. A constant struggle for peace. Yet it was in each

himself…everything changes. Donovan Lore doesn’t just want in Talia’s bed,

other we found everything we were looking for. Until tragedy struck and I

which is the only thing she offers —he wants inside her heart and he doesn’t

feared the worst. Pushing her away would have been the best. Kept us safe

care what type of fight Talia puts up. He’s determined to break through

and unshaken. But it was too late. My little fighter had determined what she

every one of her walls until she’s pliable and needy in his hands and

wanted, and she was willing to go down swinging to finally earn her happily

writhing beneath him. And Donovan always gets what he wants.

ever after. It was her determination that kept us together, even through the

Loyalty and Lies L A Cotton 2015-01-30 ★★★★★ "Pure New Adult

worst of it. If we finally made it to the other side, all the ugly things we’d

perfection with the right amount of FEELS, angst, and secrets that had us

survived could lead to something beautiful.

craving more!" The RockStars of Romance After suffering a huge loss,

Despite Chaos Stacy Lynn Miller 2022-01-18 Two women trying to navigate

eighteen-year-old Savanah Parry hopes Chastity Falls Academy will be the

their crumbling worlds have a chance encounter that forever changes the

fresh start she so desperately needs. But whispers of corruption and gangs,

trajectories of both their lives.

turf wars and murder, overshadow Ana's new life as a freshman. Especially

Playing With Fire Stacey Lynn 2020-08-11 Jude Taylor swept me off my

when she catches the eye of the captain of The Fallen football team for all the

feet the moment I met him. Literally. He chased me. Tried to win me. For

wrong reasons. Determined to keep her head down and survive, Ana swears

the first time in my life, he made me feel like taking a risk might not be so

off guys. Until she meets the gorgeous, yet mysterious, Jackson. He sees past

scary. As soon as I gave in, everything was ripped away. I knew I never

her walls, her pain and secrets, and slowly, Ana finds herself unable to fight

should have trusted him. Not with my dreams. And most definitely – not

their undeniable connection. But Jackson harbors a dark secret too... One that

with my heart.

might destroy her. *Loyalty and Lies is the first book in Ana and Jackson’s

Just One Week Stacey Lynn 2020-11-15 Two years ago, Mia had everything

trilogy. Due to mature content, this book is recommended for readers aged

she thought she wanted. She loved her job, and her best friend Nicole was

17+

finally recovering from losing her family in a car accident. When they met

Lie to Me (Point Paperbacks) Kaitlin Ward 2020-01-07 From the author of the

rock star Zack Walters and given backstage pages for his concert in their

acclaimed novels Girl in a Bad Place and Where She Fell comes a pulse-

hometown of Minneapolis, Mia had no idea she would get involved with the

pounding novel about love, betrayal, and a serial killer.

band’s drummer, Chase Harper. It was simple, fun, and exactly what Mia

Long Road Home Stacey Lynn 2021-01-16 I left home ten years ago,

liked best – no strings attached. Then Chase decided to change the rules and

promising myself I’d never return to the place where I had never been

Mia did what she’s always done best: she ran. Now she’s on her way to Los

accepted. I was despised and ridiculed for circumstances completely beyond

Angeles to help Nicole get ready for her wedding to Zack. The one thing

my control. But when my grandmother passes away, I’m forced to return to

she’s not looking forward to is seeing Chase again. With his sculpted muscles,

Kansas. I will have to face everyone who hated me. But they’re not who I’m

strong hands and dark gray eyes that seem to know everything she’s

most afraid of. My biggest fear? Facing him. Jordan Marx. The boy I once

thinking – Chase has the ability to make her forget. He also has the power to

loved more than life itself. The boy who defended me from them. The boy

make her feel, something Mia refuses to let happen. When everything

I’d disappeared on, leaving him nothing more than a horrible nasty lie and

around Mia’s life begins to crumble, and she keeps all of her secrets tucked

hastily scribbled note. When Jordan finds out the secret I have carried for so

close and hidden away, Chase is the one who steps in to help. Because he has

long, I’m in for the battle of my life. Or so I thought. I might have wandered

decided that he isn’t letting her go again. Not until she finally admits she’s his.

for years on a path riddled with thorns but with Jordan by my side, taking

Twisted Hearts Stacey Lynn 2021-08-17 I’m the good girl. The obedient

the long road home means more than reuniting with the only man I’ve ever

daughter. I’ve done what‘s expected of me my entire life – Until the day I

loved. It might just mean finding myself, and the family I never thought I

flee everything I know five minutes before I’m supposed to walk down the

could ever have along the way.

aisle. In my defense, the man my parents want me to marry is the devil

Game Changer Stacey Lynn

incarnate. I run to save myself. Now, I think I’m in really big trouble, and a

Remembering Us Stacey Lynn 2014-10-07 After spending three weeks in a

chance run in with a man who works security, whose career is based on

coma, Amy Thompson wakes up with no memory of the last two years. She

protecting and serving and saving, changes everything. I’m running from a

remembers being a college student, but she can't recall when she graduated,

man I despise, afraid for my life when Shawn swoops in and promises me

why she traded in her Jimmy Choos for Doc Martens, or how she became

everything will be okay. Somehow, I trust him. I lean on him. I might have

estranged from her family. At her side is Adam, her handsome and

run from one man in order to save my life, but the longer I’m around Shawn,

affectionate boyfriend…but he might as well be a stranger. The doctors believe

I realize I’m at risk of losing something else --- My heart.

that Amy will regain her lost memories, either little by little or all at once.

The Quiet Girl Peter Høeg 2015-10-31 Set in Denmark in the here and now,

Meanwhile, pieces of her past return to her in her dreams. She sees Adam—or

The Quiet Girl centres around Kaspar Krone, a world-renowned circus clown
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with a deep love for the music of Johann Sebastian Bach, and an even deeper

-- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T --

gambling debt. Wanted for tax evasion and on the verge of extradition, Krone

U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z

is drafted into the service of a mysterious order of nuns who promise him

Unraveled Love Stacey Lynn 2021-09-14 I’m a protector. It’s not a power trip,

reprieve from the international authorities in return for his help safeguarding

but something deep inside me I’ve always felt the need to do. From school

a group of children with mystical abilities. When one of the children goes

bullies and a small-town cop to now providing security for elite athletes and

missing a year later, Krone sets off to find the young girl and bring her back,

music stars on the East Coast, the most important job I’ve ever taken is

making a shocking series of discoveries along the way about her identity and

protecting Addi. She’s becoming everything to me, but there’s danger

the true intentions of his young wards.

lurking around every corner that gets darker with every passing day. Her

Playing the Millionaire Sandi Lynn 2017-05-11 I had six rules I lived by:1.

life is at risk, on the chopping block, and if we can’t find the men who are

Know your mark.2. Listen and never look bored.3. Never reveal your true

trying to track her down and return her to her ex-fiancé, she’ll be lost to me

self.4. Never stay in one place too long.5. Exit as smoothly as you entered.6.

forever. I didn’t take the job expecting to find love. But it’s here, and it’s real.

Never fall in love. I was a charmer, a seducer, and the woman that men were

Now I just need to unravel the evil that’s hunting her to finally find our way

hungry to get their hands on. Rich men never should have trusted me, but

to happily ever after.

they did. It was stupidity on their part. Things were going well and I was

Princess of Thorns Stacey Jay 2014-12-09 Game of Thrones meets the

doing what I was supposed to do, until I ripped off the wrong millionaire. A

Grimm’s fairy tales in this twisted, fast-paced romantic fantasy-adventure

millionaire who came after me with a vengeance. My name is Kate Harper

about Sleeping Beauty’s daughter, a warrior princess who must fight to

and this is my story.I was the CEO of Quinn Hotels, one of the largest hotel

reclaim her throne. It’s been ten years since Princess Aurora’s mother, the

chains in the world. I met Kate Harper on an airplane back from Seattle to

Sleeping Beauty, sacrificed her life to give her daughter her magical powers.

New York. She was captivating and had my attention the moment I laid eyes

Aurora knows that magic is never free. The price for hers is that she will

on her. But she was far from the person she said she was. After parting ways

never know romantic love. Prince Niklaas is living on borrowed time. Unless

at JFK airport, I discovered she ripped me off. I never thought I'd see her

he is able to convince a princess to marry him before his eighteenth birthday,

again, but fate stepped in and we crossed paths. This time I wasn't letting her

he will meet the same terrible fate as his ten older brothers. When Niklaas

go until her debt to me was paid. She was every kind of wrong, but that

and Aurora meet under unusual circumstances, they must race to prevent the

didn't stop the feelings that emerged while I kept her in my possession. My

fulfillment of an ogre prophecy foretelling the end of human life. But will

name is Gabriel Quinn and this is my story.

they be able to break their curses? “Compelling and action-packed. . . . The

All The Ugly Things Stacey Lynn 2021-04-20 One night changed

combination of adventure; lovable, complex characters; and a touch of romance

everything. In a single breath my entire future was ripped away. Now I’m

make this a book that teens will be drawn to, especially those who appreciate

left simply trying to pick up the pieces. Endless nights waiting tables in hopes

strong female protagonists.”—School Library Journal “The plotting is

of keeping a single piece of the dream I left behind. He came for pie with

impeccable, the world building ample, and the resolution neatly done without

dark eyes and a cocky smile. But those eyes saw more than they should. Past

feeling pat.”—Booklist “The banter between rakish Niklaas and feisty Aurora

my walls to all those secrets I’d long buried. That should’ve been my first

is crackling with chemistry and wit.”—The Bulletin “We absolutely loved

warning. I should’ve said no when he offered me a job too good to be true.

Stacey Jay’s Princess of Thorns, a riveting retelling of ‘Sleeping Beauty’ that's

But I said yes. Slowly friendship sparked to something more. Stolen moments

full of action, drama and romance.”—romantictimes.com “Will appeal to

became an obsession neither of us could kick. Hudson gave me more than I’d

fantasy lovers.”—VOYA “Jay creates people with real flaws, but endows them

ever dreamed. So much of what I had lost. A home. A family. I should’ve

with enough integrity to be characters to respect and want to

known it was all a beautiful lie. I should’ve known he’d only leave me with

know.”—examiner.com Praise for Juliet Immortal “The bones of the classic

all the ugly things...

Beauty and the Beast story are all here, imaginatively fleshed out with tropes

Don't Lie to Me Stacey Lynn 2013-10-15 What do you do when the man you

from science fiction, fantasy, even political drama. . . . Will please readers who

love leaves, and the only man you've wanted since is the one you can't have?

like to believe that fairy tales can come true, even under dire circumstances.”

When Emma's first love walked away after learning she was pregnant, she

—The Bulletin, Recommended Praise for Of Beast and Beauty “The romance

was forced to pick up the pieces, re-evaluate her priorities, and change the

is intense, and so is the horror in this strong reversal of the Romeo and Juliet

course of her dreams all for the sake of her son, who became the only one

story. . . . Teens will enjoy the macabre fantasy story of forbidden love.”

who mattered. It also meant taking a job with Jack McMillan; powerful, sexy,

—Booklist

controlled, and CEO of McMillan Holdings. Emma has spent the last several

Embrace Stacey Lynn 2021-08-11 Liam Parker crash landed into Laurie’s life

years keeping her dreams and fantasies of Jack to herself, but one night, and

when everything else was crumbling all around her. Her marriage and

one encounter, changed everything. Once the walls between them are

career were in pieces and her mind was left spinning. But one touch from

dropped and the truth is laid bare, will Jack and Emma's new relationship be

Liam, and Laurie could forget everything else around her. She thought she

able to survive? When they are forced to confront their pasts, will they learn

had it all figured out. As Laurie lost herself in Liam’s warm caresses and his

to finally put their trust in someone else, or will the lies that are told destroy

commanding blue eyes, her husband refused to go quietly into the night.

them both? Warning: Due to language and sexual content this book is not

While Laurie fought to move on, it was James who was working his way

recommended for readers under the age of 18.

back into her life, fighting for the marriage they had once held dear. Forced

Lie Next to Me Sandi Lynn 2014-02-06 The night that Rory Sinclair was

to make choices she never imagined having to make, Laurie finally found

violently attacked changed her life forever. A man named Ian Braxton made

herself on firm footing, knowing which way she was going to turn. But then

it his mission to heal her. Ian is far from perfect. He's a self-absorbed,

life threw her another curveball. And when she once again began picking up

demeaning, arrogant, womanizing millionaire. When their worlds collide and

the pieces, learning how to survive and rebuild after everything exploded,

they share their struggles, Rory wonders how much she is willing to give up

there was only one man still there, one man who remained by her side,

to be with him.

showing her that sometimes life isn’t about learning how to survive… It’s

Plugged in Patti M. Valkenburg 2017-01-01 Cover -- Half-title -- Title --

about learning how to thrive.

Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2 Then

His to Love Stacey Lynn 2016-05-10 In the explosive debut of Stacey Lynn’s

and Now -- 3 Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers, and

irresistible Fireside series, a pair of estranged lovers are reunited by

Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media and Violence -- 8 Media

dangerous loyalties—and intoxicating desire. Tyson Blackwell never saw it

and Emotions -- 9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11

coming when his Mafia princess girlfriend dumped him and disappeared at

Media and Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13 Social Media -- 14 Media and

the age of eighteen. He never forgot her, either, even after what happened

Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -- Acknowledgments -- Index -- A -- B -- C

next: the killing of his father, a Detroit PD officer, at the hands of one of her
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father’s men. Tyson swore revenge, and now, ten years later, the kid who

wanted—a family—still seems out of reach. When my best friend gets

dreamed of a pro football career is a hard-nosed FBI agent, back in town to

married, I’m just hoping to blow off some steam with the super-hot maid of

take down the Galecki crime family once and for all. But Tyson’s mission gets

honor. But after Cara Thompson tracks me down to tell me she’s pregnant,

complicated fast—because going undercover means seducing the only woman

she’s more surprised than I am when I tell her I’m all in. Cara: For the first

he’s ever loved. Gabriella “Blue” Galecki has been in hiding for a decade. She

time in my life, I’m living for myself—not for my parents and their

finally comes home to spend time with her terminally ill mother, only to

ridiculous expectations. I gave up on my MBA, dropped out of the Ivy

receive a blast from the past when she runs into Tyson. His brooding eyes and

League, and moved to Portland to pursue my dream of becoming an artist.

electrifying touch still send chills down her spine. But as heir to the family

And what’s the first thing I do? Get knocked up. For a tatted-up sex god,

empire, Blue has been promised to another. Caught in a web of deception, she

Braxton Henley seems way too eager to “be there for me.” Is this guy serious?

is tempted to pull the trigger on the boldest risk she’s ever taken: trusting

Maybe. He sure is patient. Because he won’t back down until I admit what I

Tyson with her life, her body, and her heart. Praise for His to Love “Stacey

know in my heart: that our one night stand might’ve led me to the one.

Lynn writes sweet and sexy characters that you can’t help but fall in love

Praise for Knocked Up “Stacey Lynn always knows how to perfectly balance

with. I was swept away by a romance that practically sizzled off the

sexy and sweet, and has a modern writing style that makes all of her stories

page.”—New York Times bestselling author A. Meredith Walters “Stacey

feel fresh and fun.”—New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne “A

Lynn brings the heat and the heart in this moving second-chance-at-love

broody alpha hero with heart . . . I fell madly in love with Braxton from the

story.”—Elisabeth Barrett, author of The Best of Me “I absolutely adored this

very first page. Prepare to pull an all-nighter with Knocked Up.”—USA

story! His to Love is a fantastic second-chance romance with page-turning

Today bestselling author Stacey Kennedy “Knocked Up is secret-baby trope

tension, passion, and heart. Tyson is a swoon-worthy hero readers will

perfection! Loved the very sexy, overprotective Braxton. A great

love.”—Brenda Rothert, author of Blown Away “Definitely a recommended

read!”—Wendy S. Marcus, author of All I Need Is You “Braxton is your

read.”—The Romance Factor “Don’t pass up this opportunity to read an

ultimate tattooed father-to-be—sweet and ever so sexy.”—Stina Lindenblatt,

explosive story about two people from different worlds finding, losing and re-

author of the Pushing Limits series The steamy standalone novels in Stacey

finding love. A lot of emotion went into writing this book and it was a great

Lynn’s Crazy Love series can be read together or separately: FAKE WIFE |

read, one I would be happy to recommend.”—Books & Boys Book Blog The

KNOCKED UP And don’t miss her passionate Fireside series: HIS TO LOVE |

passionate novels in Stacey Lynn’s Fireside series can be read together or

HIS TO PROTECT | HIS TO CHERISH | HIS TO SEDUCE This standalone

separately: HIS TO LOVE | HIS TO PROTECT | HIS TO CHERISH | HIS TO

ebook includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

SEDUCE And don’t miss her steamy Crazy Love series: FAKE WIFE |

Hooked On Her Stacey Lynn 2020-06-23 Tessa Chauncy is the best kind of

KNOCKED UP Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an

trouble. Beautiful, sweet and completely off limits. I’ve sat by and watched

excerpt from another Loveswept title.

other men drool after her and forced myself to stay in check. Hey, I’m in the

Wicked Player Stacey Lynn 2019-01-14 Gage Bryant has the best hands and

NHL... I have self-control in spades. Except when it comes to her. With the

the quickest feet of any wide receiver in football.He also has a secret--one he'll

bat of her lashes and quick whip of that sharply pointed tongue Tessa can

do anything to protect.He's a member of The Velvet Club. With airtight non

knock grown men to their knees. I’ve seen them wither and crumble under

disclosure agreements, playing at Velvet gives him the freedom to assert his

her confident stare— something I’m pretty sure she learned from sparring

dominance and control in a way that not only serves him on the football field,

with me, thankyouverymuch. But I’m not just falling for her. I’m down for

but the way he craves in the bedroom.What he doesn't expect is for his most

the count. She’s the girl I wanted, when wanting her was wrong. She’s also

recent partner to be one of the reporters assigned to follow him around in the

my new roommate-- And oh yeah, my best friend’s little sister. Heaven help

weeks before he opens a new wing at the local children's hospital. When it's

me, I’m probably going to get his fist to my face or his hockey stick shoved in

clear Elizabeth Hayes has no idea he's the man who had her blindfolded and

very dangerous places for what I’m about to do, but I don’t think I care

bound beneath him, Gage realizes things just got a lot more interesting.He can

anymore. I’m in love with my best friend’s little sister….and I’m done

have her body at night, giving her all the pleasure she begs for in a way he

waiting.

needs. And he can keep his heart, as well as his identity, out of their

Just One Regret Stacey Lynn 2020-11-15 Growing up, Grayson Legend and

encounters. After all, the absolute worst thing that could happen would be to

Kennedy Knowles were inseparable. They turned to each other when their

have this sexy little reporter reveal how wicked he truly is.

families were nothing more than worthless guardians, and had promised each

Captivated By You Stacey Lynn 2021-01-16 Claudia Townsend, daughter of

other to always stay friends. Then Kennedy did the unthinkable. She fell in

disgraced Judge Keith Townsend needs a fresh start, and in New York, she

love with her best friend. And after finally finding the courage to let him

finds exactly what she’s looking for. Raised with poise and grace and a

know— Grayson took off. After walking away from his best friend because he

lifetime of being around the wealthiest members of society in Savannah,

didn’t feel like he would ever be good enough to give Kennedy what she

Georgia, becoming a client of Infidelity makes perfect sense. It offers her

wanted or needed, Grayson Legend has become a household name in the

everything she needs—financial security, a new life, and the possibility of

MMA fighting world. When he runs into Kennedy at a fight in Vegas, he

final getting rid of her pesky V-Card. What—or who—she doesn’t expect, is

immediately determines to do one thing—never let her go again. She has a

for Liam Allistor to come crashing in and messing up all of her new plans.

secret. They both have regrets. And when the truth comes to light—

Liam Allistor has more secrets than he has tattoos. His deep set black eyes and

Everything between them could be ruined.

banging body along with his mystery allure is what makes panties drop as

People Like Us Dana Mele 2018-02-27 "Mean Girls meets Donna Tartt's The

soon as he steps on stage in crowded arenas. But then he’s rocked by a scandal

Secret History with a little bit of Riverdale mixed in. So yeah, it's epic."--

and his ticket sales plummet. His tour ends at breakneck speed, and everyone,

HelloGiggles "In People Like Us, Dana Mele delivers the Gossip Girl meets

including Liam, is left wondering if his career has come to a screeching halt.

Pretty Little Liars young adult novel you've been waiting for."--Bustle Kay

He needs a publicity makeover, but more than that…he needs a girlfriend.

Donovan may have skeletons in her closet, but the past is past, and she's

And Infidelity is just the place for him to find one. His agent wants him to

reinvented herself entirely. Now she's a star soccer player whose group of

clean up his image. Infidelity wants his money and silence. And Liam? He

gorgeous friends run their private school with effortless popularity and

wants Claudia, and he doesn’t care what he has to do to get her.

acerbic wit. But when a girl's body is found in the lake, Kay's carefully

Knocked Up Stacey Lynn 2018-06-12 First comes love. Then comes marriage.

constructed life begins to topple. The dead girl has left Kay a computer-coded

Then comes baby in a baby carriage. Just not necessarily in that order. . . .

scavenger hunt, which, as it unravels, begins to implicate suspect after

Braxton: I should probably be dead or in jail right now. Instead, thanks to

suspect, until Kay herself is in the crosshairs of a murder investigation. But if

some tough love, I worked my ass off and now I own a string of tattoo parlors

Kay's finally backed into a corner, she'll do what it takes to survive. Because

throughout the Pacific Northwest. And yet the one thing I’ve always

at Bates Academy, the truth is something you make...not something that
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happened. Debut author Dana Mele has written a taut, sophisticated suspense

Because I don't just plan to keep the baby- I plan to make his mother my

novel that will keep readers guessing until the very end.

bride. And it would be much better for both of us if she were willing. Note:

The Wrong Kind of Love Lexi Ryan 2018-02-12 You never forget your

The Paperback version of The Director also includes the prequel, "Prelude".

wedding day. Or the moment your twin sister pukes on your bouquet and

Before We Fell Stacey Lynn 2021-01-16 For every action, there is an equal

confesses she’s pregnant . . . with your fiancé’s baby. I wanted to get away, to

and opposite reaction. The horror that rocked my small town last winter also

hide until my heart mended. I found myself in a strange town with a

brought Noah Wilkes into my life. The first almost broke all of us, but the

mysterious stranger whose talented mouth and hands almost made me forget

second changed everything. He stomped into my classroom all angry scowls

it was supposed to be my wedding night. Afraid to go home to face my

and rudeness, the big-shot lawyer who was always too good for this small

broken life, I pretend to be my twin so I can take her job in Jackson Harbor

town. But the moment his smile softened toward his niece, it was me that

caring for a six-year-old girl. Imagine my surprise when I find out my new

melted. The heartbreak that brought him back also brought me closer to him,

boss is my mysterious stranger—Dr. Ethan Jackson. I never meant for Ethan

to the man he hides from the world behind his swagger and aggression. The

to discover my secrets. I never meant for them to matter. But the longer I

man I couldn’t help but fall for. But life has a way of throwing a curveball

work with him and his sweet daughter, the harder I fall, and the clearer it

when you least expect it, and this one could cost me everything--even him.

becomes that I’m not the only one carrying a secret that could tear us apart.

Turned out, our fates were written in the sky before we ever met— Before

Get ready to fall for the boys of Jackson Harbor in Lexi Ryan’s sexy new

we fell.

contemporary romance series. These books can all be read as standalones, but

Bad Romance Jen McLaughlin 2015-09-15 In this explosive novel from

you’ll enjoy reading them as a series! The Wrong Kind of Love (Ethan’s

bestselling author Jen McLaughlin, a good girl falls for the ultimate bad boy:

story) Straight Up Love (Jake’s story – coming May 2018) Dirty, Reckless

her stepbrother. Perfect for fans of Sabrina Paige, Caitlin Daire, and Krista

Love (Levi’s story – coming August 2018)

Lakes, Bad Romance proves that passion can be so wrong it’s right. Seven

Just One Song Stacey Lynn 2020-11-15 Nicole Parsons had the perfect life,

years in the army will change a guy. But after a shoulder wound ends his

made complete with the suburban home and the proverbial white picket

career as a sniper, Jackson Worthington finds himself back home, fighting a

fence. When tragedy struck and she lost the most important people in her

battle that’s all too familiar: keeping his hands off Lily Hastings. She’s still her

life, she turned away from everything she loved before; shutting out every

rich daddy’s little angel, innocent, impossibly lovely, as squeaky-clean as

reminder of the perfect life she lost. It has been one year, three months, one

Jackson is dirty. And she’s still his stepsister—forbidden but not forgotten, not

week and six days since the accident, and Nicole is ready to stop counting the

after the soul-melting kiss that got him kicked out of the house at eighteen.

days she’s survived, and begin living again. On a dare from her best friend,

He couldn’t resist her then. How the hell can he resist her now? Lily is about

Nicole encounters Zack Walters - the popular alternative rock star and man

to marry a man she doesn’t love, and commit to a high-stress job she hates, all

who signifies so much of her past – and suddenly everything in Nicole’s safe

to please the father who controls every waking moment of her life. On top of

and quiet life changes. When she’s forced to face the pain she’s carried for so

everything, her teenage crush is back, with a sleek, chiseled body and a trace

long, will she truly be able to heal from her past and begin to live again? Or

of the rebellious boy whose lips sealed her fate. Jackson’s timing couldn’t be

will her new adventure ruin her completely?

worse . . . or better. Because Lily’s all grown up, too. She’s aching for another

Reaper's Fire Joanna Wylde 2016-08-09 New York Times bestselling author

taste. And for the first time, she’s ready to be a bad girl. Praise for Bad

Joanna Wylde returns to the “wild and raw”* world of the Reapers MC with

Romance “Addicting from start to finish! A sexy, emotional, steamy read, Bad

the story of Gage and Tinker… The club comes first. I’ve lived by those words

Romance has it all.”—New York Times bestselling author Addison Moore

my whole life—assumed I’d die by them, too, and I never had a problem with

“Bad Romance was my first book by Jen McLaughlin and I couldn’t be

that. My Reaper brothers took my back and I took theirs and it was enough.

happier for that. I enjoyed her writing immensely and she made me crave

Then I met her. Tinker Garrett. She’s beautiful, she’s loyal, and she works so

more of it. I can’t wait to read her next book.”—Collectors of Book Boyfriends

damned hard it scares me sometimes...She deserves a good man—one better

and Girlfriends “Rec this? Absolutely yes! If you love an angsty, really well

than me. I can’t take her yet because the club still needs me. There’s another

written romance with characters that come to life, this is a great add for your

woman, another job, another fight just ahead. Now she’ll learn I’ve been lying

TBR.”—The Book Hookup “Bad Romance was well written, with an

to her all along. None of it’s real. Not my name, not my job, not even the

interesting storyline, some really steamy scenes, well-defined characters and

clothes I wear. She thinks I’m nice. She pretends we’re just friends, that I’ve

backstory, and few surprises. I enjoyed reading it and definitely recommend

still got a soul...Mine’s been dead for years. Now I’m on fire for this woman,

it.”—Ms C’s Diversions “Fast paced and utterly romantic.”—Book Angel

and a man can only burn for so long before he destroys everything around

Booktopia “A fun, light, and sexy read.”—A Bookish Escape Includes an

him. I’m coming for you, Tinker. Soon.

excerpt from another Loveswept title.

Hard Checked Stacey LaCock 2020-09-15 Getting served divorce papers was

Fake Wife Stacey Lynn 2018-01-09 This marriage is strictly business . . . until

not how I planned spending New Year’s Day. I probably shouldn’t have gone

the temptation gets way too real. Corbin: I loved my grandma, but I don’t

to my favorite bar and gotten wasted trying to drown my sorrows. I

need her money. All I care about is keeping the house—the only place that’s

definitely shouldn’t have spent the night passed out in the bed of the

ever felt like home. That, and screwing over my dad, who wants to turn the

bartender’s daughter, Gigi. And the absolute last thing I should have done was

property into a mall. There’s only one catch: To receive my inheritance, I

let my guard down and start having fun. Now I’m thinking of her all the

have to get married within six months. Me, the guy who’s never dated a girl

time… fantasizing about the things I want to do to Gigi. I’m in the middle of

for more than six minutes. Now I need to find a woman I can trust. So when

the best hockey season of my life. I need my head in the game and my focus

I’m rear-ended by a Prius, I figure it’s a sign that I’m supposed to meet

on the playoffs – not playing house with the gorgeous bartender who makes

gorgeous, down-to-earth Teagan Monroe. Teagan: First I lose my job. Then I

me feel more alive than I have in years. Finding someone new so soon after a

come home and find out—in the most graphic way possible . . . yeah, that

failed marriage isn’t the smartest thing I’ve ever done. But it just might be

way—that my boyfriend is a cheating jerk. And then I speed off and nearly

too late. I’ve been checked hard into the boards, right off my skates, and I’m

kill Portland’s sexiest bachelor. Corbin Lane should be pissed. Instead, he offers

not only spinning out of control… I might just be falling in love all over again.

me more money than I’ve ever seen in my life to marry him and live

The Director Renee Rose 2020-10-26 NO ONE TAKES WHAT'S MINE. The

together in a mansion for two years. No sex. No feelings. Just cash—enough to

lovely attorney kept a secret from me. A baby she's been carrying since

make all my dreams come true. Then we go and break all our rules . . . and I

Valentine's night. The night we were thrown together by the roulette

realize I’m falling in love with my fake fiancé. The steamy standalone novels

wheel. She never contacted me. Meant to keep me in the dark. She's about to

in Stacey Lynn’s Crazy Love series can be read together or separately: FAKE

find out what happens when you cross a bratva boss. Punishment is in order.

WIFE | KNOCKED UP “Crazy hot, with just enough sweetly romantic

Sequestering until the birth. And I'll use that time to win her surrender.

moments to make Fake Wife a memorable page-turner. The fake-relationship
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story is always a favorite, and Stacey Lynn’s take is fun, emotional, and

mother, whose husband left her with nothing but a pile of bills. That’s why

seriously hot.”—New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne “Fun-

Willow made a vow: no men until she figures out her own life. But while

loving secondary characters and great chemistry between the leads make this

she may not need a man, she could use a break. And a weekend away at a

introduction to Lynn’s Crazy Love series a winning romance.”—Publishers

California beach to clear her head? That’s appealing. Even if the offer comes

Weekly “Want a fun steamy read with just the right amount of drama? Then

from Trey Collins, the irresistible tech-mogul millionaire who visits her

look no further! Fake Wife pairs happenstance romance with undeniable

coffee shop every morning like clockwork—and needs a date for his best

attraction for a sexy read to intrigue any type of romance reader.”—Nalla

friend’s wedding. With an adorable, occasional stutter, he refuses to take no

Reads “I really could keep blathering on about Fake Wife. . . . The emotions

for an answer. Once the weekend begins, Trey is intent on proving how good

are there and that heart-stopping anxiety really hits, but the way it plays out

they can be together. Willow’s even feeling tempted to break her vow—until

is mature and realistic. . . . When it came to the characters, I could not get

reality rudely interrupts her well-deserved getaway. There’s no way she and

enough!”—Mammie Babbie “Wow, she has done it again. I love this beautiful

Trey have a future, not with the colossal amount of baggage Willow has to

and sexy love story.”—The Book Addict (five stars) And don’t miss her

offer. But Trey is used to getting what he wants. He just has his work cut out

passionate Fireside series: HIS TO LOVE | HIS TO PROTECT | HIS TO

Scoring
The Ice her that they want the same thing. The steamy
for him Off
convincing

CHERISH | HIS TO SEDUCE This standalone ebook includes an excerpt from

standalone novels in Stacey Lynn’s Crazy Love series can be read together or

another Loveswept title.

separately: FAKE WIFE • KNOCKED UP • 28 DATES • WEEKEND FLING

You'll Miss Me When I'm Gone Rachel Lynn Solomon 2018-01-02 “Heartfelt,

And don’t miss her passionate Fireside series: HIS TO LOVE • HIS TO

deeply moving.” —Buzzfeed “Dark and thought-provoking.” —Publishers

PROTECT • HIS TO CHERISH • HIS TO SEDUCE This standalone ebook

Weekly “A stunning debut.” —VOYA A poignant, lyrical debut novel about

includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.

twins who navigate first love, their Jewish identity, and shocking results

Playing To Win Stacey Lynn 2020-02-10 It was a three-week fling. Nothing

from a genetic test that determines their fate—whether they inherited their

more than a couple of college kids having some fun, but then I did the stupid

mother’s Huntington’s disease. Eighteen-year-old twins Adina and Tovah

thing and fell for Jude Taylor quicker than he can score a goal on the ice. And

have little in common besides their ambitious nature. Viola prodigy Adina

after one beautiful night together, he left for the pros before I could make my

yearns to become a soloist—and to convince her music teacher he wants her

first cup of coffee. I thought I’d put him behind me. I thought I’d moved on.

the way she wants him. Overachiever Tovah awaits her acceptance to Johns

Then he hobbles into my physical therapy office and I realize how absolutely

Hopkins, the first step on her path toward med school and a career as a

wrong I’ve been—there’s no getting over Jude Taylor. But now things are

surgeon. But one thing could wreck their carefully planned futures: a genetic

complicated. Jude lives half a country away and his career is in direct

test for Huntington’s, a rare degenerative disease that slowly steals control of

opposition to my need for stability. Most of all, getting involved with him

the body and mind. It’s turned their Israeli mother into a near stranger and

could mean losing my job and everything I’ve worked so hard for. Jude

fractured the sisters’ own bond in ways they’ll never admit. While Tovah

doesn’t seem to mind one bit and he’s all in. He might be a patient in my

finds comfort in their Jewish religion, Adina rebels against its rules. When

office, but he’s no longer the patient guy I remember. This time, he’s playing

the results come in, one twin tests negative for Huntington’s. The other tests

to win, and the prize he’s looking to score is me.

positive. These opposite outcomes push them farther apart as they wrestle

Stacey Lynn 2020-04-07 Sometimes scoring off the ice

with guilt, betrayal, and the unexpected thrill of first love. How can they

leads to the greatest rewards. I’ve had only one goal in life since I first

repair their relationship, and is it even worth saving? From debut author

strapped on a pair of skates—make America’s pro hockey league. I left

Rachel Lynn Solomon comes a luminous, heartbreaking tale of life, death, and

Denmark. I made it to the top. Now, I’m determined to be the best. No

the fragile bond between sisters.

distractions. I eat, sleep, and breathe hockey. Until my birthday when my

Little Lies Helena Hunting 2020-11-16 An emotional, angst-ridden story about

teammates convince me to live a little. But living a little takes on a whole

two childhood friends who learned to rely on one another to cope with their

new meaning when less than a year later I’m confronted with a crying baby

anxiety, only when it got to be too much, their families tore them apart. Now

on my doorstep, drooling on a note that declares he’s mine. Suddenly, I'm a

as college students, they must navigate adulthood and try to avoid falling into

single dad in way over my head. There is no playbook for situations like this.

old behaviors, only problem is they've fallen in love.

Luckily, I have Paisley. My gorgeous neighbor, my long-time crush, and

Weekend Fling Stacey Lynn 2019-11-26 It’s just supposed to be a weekend

now—my savior. She’s there any time I need her. Helping. Guiding. Gazing

fling. . . . “Stacey Lynn always knows how to perfectly balance sexy and

at me with those green eyes that make me feel capable of this after all. With

sweet.”—New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne Fresh out of a

her at my side, I’m quickly learning there’s more to life than winning a

long-term relationship, Willow Parks is working two jobs and caring for her

hockey game.
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